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not three or five knobs. No man would consider the making
of other than four . . . tradition dominates this part of life
as it dominates all parts.3
Not only must the potential inventor have shaken himself
free from a belief in the all-sufficiency of tradition, but he
must adopt a completely materialistic attitude, not necessarily
towards the world in general, but towards the particular
class of objects and materials with which he is to deal.
Nobody can devise any improvement in the process of
smelting iron, for example, unless he realizes that the
success or failure of the process depends entirely on the
materials and technique employed.  This sounds obvious
enough to the scientist, but savages, as well as many Euro-
peans, regard the matter quite differently.  With them the
operator must be ritually as well as technically qualified,
and failure is at least as likely to be due to faulty ritual as to
faulty technique.   Some magical precaution may have been
omitted, some taboo unwittingly broken.  Let us take a
widespread European belief—that bacon wiU not keep if
cured by a woman who is not clear of her periods.   It seems
to me that the process of bacon-curing could never have
been discovered by people who thought like that, since they
could neither observe carefully nor think clearly enough.
A knowledge of this process, it should be added, is by no
means universal. The inventor need not have been a chemist,
but he must have been enough of a scientist to realize that
meat and salt, and not taboos, were the relevant factors.
The progress of invention in the last two centuries is probably
due very largely to the restrictions which have been placed
on the activities of the Devil, whose unexpected intervention
was formerly liable to upset all calculations.
Another great obstacle to invention is illiteracy. We are
so accustomed to reading and writing that we fail to realize
that the illiterate lives in a world in which accuracy is quite
unknown. There are rough measures of quantity, but none

